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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the localization of the Perron root of a nonnegative irreducible
matrix A. A new localization method that utilizes the relationship between the Perron root of a
nonnegative matrix and the estimates of the row sums of its generalized Perron complement is
presented. The method is efficient because it gives the bounds on ρ(A) only by computing the
estimates of the row sums of the generalized Perron complement rather than the generalized
Perron complement itself. Several numerical examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness
of our method.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study n-by-n matrices with nonnegative entries, which have
applications in many areas [2]. We consider and use the following notations. Let
N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and for an arbitrary m× n matrix B = (bi,j ),
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bj,k, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, (1)
r(B) = (r1(B), r2(B), . . . , rm(B))t ,
rmin(B) = min
1im
rj (B), rmax(B) = max
1im
rj (B).
In particular, for an n× n nonnegative irreducible matrix A we discuss in this paper,
smax = rmax(A), smin = rmin(A),
γ = {j | rj (A) = smax} and δ = {j | rj (A) = smin}.
Let α denote a nonempty ordered subset of N and β = N\α, both consisting of
strictly increasing integers. We also denote the submatrix of the matrix A whose rows
and columns are determined by α and β respectively by A[α, β]. The
matrix A[α] is just equal to the matrix A[α, α], the principal submatrix of A based
on α.
For a nonnegative irreducible matrix A, a fundamental matrix problem is to locate
the Perron root ρ(A) of A. It is well known that for such a matrix A, the following
inequality holds [2]:
smin  ρ(A)  smax, (2)
and the equality holds in one of the bounds if and only if it holds in both.
It is clear that at least one of the bounds in (2) is not good if smax − smin is large.
If A is a positive matrix (i.e., all the entries of A are positive), then the results of
Ledermann, Ostrowski and Brauer improved the bounds (2) (see [7]). Of their results,
the best is Brauer’s one, which is formulated as






where m = min
i,j∈N ai,j (> 0),
g = smax − 2m+
√






s2min + 4m(smax − smin)
2m
.
We note that the bounds on ρ(A) in their results depend on the smallest value m of
the entries of A. It is clear that if the difference between the largest value and the
smallest value of the entries of A is large, at least one of the bounds in (3) are not
tight. The following example illustrates this situation.
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It is easy to know that ρ(An) = 1/(2 − 2 cos 2n+1 ). Using (3), we obtain that
27.0294  ρ(A20)  209.0913. (4)
Using (2), we have
20  ρ(A20)  210. (5)
We see that the bounds (4) are only slightly tighter than the bounds (5), i.e., (3) has
only slight improvement to (2).
Meyer [8] first introduced the Perron complement and used it to compute the
Perron vector of a nonnegative irreducible matrix. Neumann [9] used it to analyze
the properties of inverse M-matrices. Fan [4] used it to derive the bounds of the
Perron root of symmetric irreducible nonnegative matrices and Z-matrices. Many
applications involving the Perron complement have been emerging in the literature,
such as in [1] and [5].
For a nonnegative irreducible matrix A, in order to obtain the bounds on ρ(A), Lu
[6] has defined and used the generalized Perron complement Pt(A/A[α]) of A[α],
which is given by
Pt(A/A[α]) = A[β] + A[β, α](tI − A[α])−1A[α, β], t > ρ(A[α]).
It has been shown in [6] that the use of the generalized Perron complement of A[α]
can give tight bounds on ρ(A). However, there are two practical problems for using
this approach. The first problem is how to choose α and t properly, for which, [6]
only gave a simple discussion. The second is that the method given in [6] has to
compute the generalized Perron complement, which is not an acceptable task for the
estimates.
In this paper, by discussions of the properties of the generalized Perron comple-
ment, we propose a simple method to localize ρ(A) by choosing the α and t in the
matrix Pt(A/A[α]). Our estimation method is efficient because we only compute
the estimates of the row sums of Pt(A/A[α]) rather than the matrix Pt(A/A[α]).
We also give a number of examples to illustrate the effectiveness of our method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the relationship between the
bounds of the Perron roots of a nonnegative irreducible matrix and its generalized
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Perron complement is given. In Section 3, we give some estimates for the bounds of
the Perron root of the generalized Perron complement. Then in Section 4 we show
how to use these estimates to choose properly the principal submatrix A[α] and the
parameter t . In Section 5, we present a result on the bounds of ρ(A) in terms of the
minimum and the maximum row sums of submatrices and illustrate the importance
of application of the results incorporated in the choice of A[α] given in Section 4.
2. Generalized Perron complements
In this section, we discuss the properties of the generalized Perron complement.
Lemma 1. If A is a nonnegative irreducible matrix, then for any t > ρ(A[α]),
Pt (A/A[α]) is also a nonnegative irreducible matrix and ρ(Pt (A/A[α]) is a strictly
decreasing function of t.




< ρ(A) if t > ρ(A),
= ρ(A) if t = ρ(A),
> ρ(A) if ρ(A[α]) < t < ρ(A).
(6)
The proofs of the above properties can be found in [6]. Here we present a few
more properties of the generalized Perron complement.
Corollary 3. If t > ρ(A[α]), then ρ(A) is always in between the parameter t and
ρ(Pt (A/A[α])).
This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.
According to this corollary, we know that the localization of ρ(A) can be done
by making appropriate choices of t and α and by computing ρ(Pt (A/A[α])). It is
obvious that the computation of ρ(Pt (A/A[α])) is expensive. In this paper, we shall
use the estimate of ρ(Pt (A/A[α])) to localize ρ(A). We first establish the following
results.
Lemma 4. Assume that l and u are found such that
l  ρ(Pt (A/A[α]))  u, t > ρ(A[α]). (7)
Then we have
(i) if l  t, then ρ(A)  t;
(ii) if u  t, then ρ(A)  t;
(iii) if l  t, then ρ(A)  l;
(iv) if u  t, then ρ(A)  u.
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Proof. (i) The proof is by contradiction. Assume that when t  l, we have t >
ρ(A). Then by Theorem 2, we have ρ(Pt (A/A[α])) < ρ(A) < t . Noting that l 
ρ(Pt (A/A[α])), we get that l < t , which is in contradiction with the assumption
t  l.
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i) and therefore it is omitted.
(iii) The proof is also by contradiction. Assume that when t  l, we have l >
ρ(A). Then by (7), ρ(Pt (A/A[α]))  l > ρ(A). By Theorem 2 again, we have t <
ρ(A) and so t < ρ(A) < l, which is in contradiction with the assumption t  l.
(iv) The proof is similar to that of (iii). 
Theorem 5. Assume that the inequality in (7) holds, then
min{t, l}  ρ(A)  max{t, u}. (8)
Proof. In Lemma 4, by combining (i) and (iv), (ii) and (iii), (iii) and (iv), we get (a)
if l  t , then u  ρ(A)  t ; (b) if u  t , then l  ρ(A)  t ; (c) if l  t  u, then
l  ρ(A)  u, respectively. Therefore the inequality in (8) is obtained. 
We remark that Corollary 3 also follows easily from Theorem 5 by taking l = u =
ρ(Pt (A/A[α])). Next we consider an example to illustrate the results of Theorem 5.
Example 2. Consider the positive matrix (see [7] or [3]):
A =





Theorem 5 implies that the parameter t should be chosen near ρ(A). In this exam-
ple, we choose t = 6, 7 and 8 since we guess that (smax + smin)/2 = 7 should be
closer to ρ(A). For the comparison, we also take different values of α (but |α| = 1).
By applying Theorem 5, we obtain the bounds of ρ(A) listed as in Table 1. Note that
ρ(A) ≈ 7.531.
We remark that the lower and the upper bounds in the table are obtained only
by calculation of the row sums of Pt(A/A[α]) (since |α| = 1, the computation of
Pt(A/A[α]) is very simple). This example illustrates that the localization results
obtained by applying Theorem 5 are greatly affected by different choices of t and α.
In Table 1, we find that some choices of t and α are good for upper bounds, some
are good for lower bounds, but some are bad for both bounds. We see that it may
be difficult to find t and α (even for such extreme choices of α), such that both the
lower and the upper bounds are good. This implies that we should distinguish the
lower bound from the upper bound when we choose t and α.
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Table 1
The lower and the upper bounds of ρ(A) for Example 2
t α = {1} α = {2} α = {3}
6 [5 15 , 9 15 ] [4, 10] [6, 18]
7 [5, 9] [3 56 , 9 12 ] [7, 10 12 ]
8 [4 67 , 8 67 ] [3 57 , 9 17 ] [5 13 , 8]
3. The estimates of ρ(Pt (A/A[α]))
Since when |α| > 1 the computation of Pt(A/A[α]) is difficult. In this section we
show how to estimate ρ(Pt (A/A[α])) so that we can use this estimate to choose α
properly to locate ρ(A). In the following discussion, for simplicity, we let
zt,α = rmin(Pt (A/A[α])) and zˆt,α = rmax(Pt (A/A[α])). (9)
Then it is clear by (2) that
zt,α  ρ(Pt (A/A[α]))  zˆt,α.
And by Lemma 4 and Theorem 5, we have
min{t, zt,α}  ρ(A)  max{t, zˆt,α}. (10)
This inequality is very important for our discussions later.
In order to estimate zt,α and zˆt,α , we have to estimate
r((tI − A[α])−1A[α, β]) = (tI − A[α])−1r(A[α, β]).
Noting that when t > rmax(A[α]), tI − A[α] is a strictly diagonally dominant M-
matrix. Therefore we first study this kind of matrix.
Theorem 6. Assume C is an n-by-n strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix and
B  0, then











Proof. Let e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)t and x = C−1Be = C−1r(B). Since C is an M-matrix
and B  0, r(C−1B) = x which has nonnegative entries. Suppose xi0 = maxj∈N xj .
Then by using the fact that Cx = r(B) and ci,j  0 when i = j , we have
ri0(B) = ci0,i0xi0 +
∑
j /=i0
ci0,j xj  ci0,i0xi0 +
∑
j /=i0
ci0,j xi0 = ri0(C)xi0 .
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The result follows. 
Next we apply the above theorem to the generalized Perron complement matrix
Pt(A/A[α]) and obtain the following theorem.




{rj (A[β])+ v1(t0)rj (A[β, α])},
zˆt0,α  max
j





t0 − ri(A[α]) and v2(t0) = maxi
ri(A[α, β])
t0 − ri(A[α]) . (13)
Proof. Since when t0 > maxj rj (A[α]), the matrix t0I − A[α] is a strictly diago-
nally dominant M-matrix. Let C = t0I − A[α] and B = A[α, β]. By using Theorem
6, we have, for each j = 1, 2, . . . , |β|,
v1(t0)  rj ((t0I − A[α])−1A[α, β])  v2(t0).
Therefore, for any 1  j  |β|, we obtain
rj (Pt0(A/A[α]))= rj
(
A[β] + (A[β, α])·,j r((t0I − A[α])−1A[α, β])
)
 rj (A[β])+ v1(t0)A([β, α]e)
= rj (A[β])+ v1(t0)rj (A[β, α])
 min
j
[rj (A[β])+ v1(t0)rj (A[β, α])].
Similarly, for any 1  j  |β|,
rj (Pt0(A/A[α]))  max
j
[rj (A[β])+ v2(t0)rj (A[β, α])]. 
4. The choice of α
Example 2 illustrates the importance of choosing α and t by using the generalized
Perron complement to estimate the bounds of ρ(A). In this section, we will study the
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question of how to choose α properly such that (2) can be improved. Theorems 5 and
7 provide us with some tactics. We first show how to choose α to give a tighter lower
bound of ρ(A).
Theorem 8. Let A be an n-by-n irreducible nonnegative matrix with n  3 and




j∈β rj (A), rmax(A[α])
}
< min
j∈α rj (A), (14)
rmin(A[β, α]) > 0, rmin(A[α, β]) > 0, (15)




j∈β rj (A), rmax(A[α])
}
< t0 < min
j∈α rj (A). (16)
Then
ρ(A)  min{t0, zt0,α} > smin. (17)
Proof. We first show that for such choices of α and t0, v1(t0) > 1 where v1(t0) is
defined in (13). Since
rmax(A[α]) < t0 < min
j∈α rj (A),
for any 1  i  |α|, we have
t0 − ri(A[α])− ri(A[α, β]) = t0 − ri(A[α,N])  t0 − min
j∈α rj (A) < 0
and





t0 − ri(A[α]) > 1.
By using Theorem 7, we obtain
zt0,α  min
j
[rj (A[β])+ v1(t0)rj (A[β, α])] > min
j∈β rj (A) = smin.
Finally, (16), (10) gives the inequality (17). 
The method of choosing α to give a tighter upper bound of ρ(A) is similar.
Theorem 9. Let A be an n-by-n irreducible nonnegative matrix with n  3 and
smax > smin. If we first choose α such that
min
j∈β rj (A) > maxj∈α rj (A), (18)
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and we choose t0 such that
smax > t0 > max
j∈α rj (A). (19)
Then
ρ(A)  max{t0, zˆt0,α} < smax. (20)
Proof. We first show that for the choice of α and t0, we have 0 < v2(t0) < 1 where
v2(t0) is defined in (13). Since t0 > max
j∈α rj (A),
t0 − ri(A[α])− ri(A[α, β]) = t0 − ri(A[α,N])  t0 − max
j∈α rj (A) > 0,
so that
t0 − ri(A[α]) > ri(A[α, β]) > 0.
It follows that
0 < v2(t0) = max
i
ri(A[α, β])
t0 − ri(A[α]) < 1.
By using Theorem 7, we obtain
zˆt0,α  max
j
[rj (A[β])+ v2(t0)rj (A[β, α])] < max
j∈β rj (A) = smax.
Finally, (20) follows from (19) and (10). 
Theorem 8 (or Theorem 9) shows us that if we want to give a tighter lower bound
(a tighter upper bound) of ρ(A), we should choose α such that at least γ ⊂ α(δ ⊂ α),
i.e., A[α,N] should contain those rows with the biggest row sums (the least row
sums).
More precisely, we suppose in the following discussion that the row sum vector
r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn)T of A satisfies
ri1  ri2  · · ·  rij > rij+1  · · ·  rin and
rij − rij+1  ril − ril+1 , l /= j. (21)
Then, to give the upper bound on ρ(A), α = {ij+1, . . . , in} is an appropriate choice
such that the condition (18) of Theorem 9 holds. To give the lower bound, we may
choose
α = {i1, i2, . . . , ij }. (22)
If α is such that
min
j∈α rj (A) > rmax(A[α]), (23)
then the choice is appropriate. Otherwise, we need to find a k < j with rik > rik+1
and verify whether α = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} satisfies (23). The simplest case is to choose
α = γ , which makes sure
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min
j∈α rj (A)  rmax(A[α]).
Since A is irreducible, in most cases, we should have (23).
After α is chosen, in order to obtain better bounds, we may have to try differ-
ent values of t , in particular, when |t − zt,α| or |t − zˆt,α| is large. Condition (10)
implies that when t  zt,α or t  zˆt,α we should choose smaller t ; when t  zt,α
or t  zˆt,α , larger t should be better. In the following section, we will discuss how
to choose the “optimal” t .
Here we give several examples to show the application of the two theorems. The
examples also illustrate that it is not difficult for all of the assumptions in Theorems
8 and 9 to hold or for us to choose α as well as t .
Example 3. Consider the 3 × 3 matrix stated in Example 2. Here r(A) = (4, 6, 10)t,
smax = 10 and smin = 4. To get the lower bound, according to Theorem 8, we choose
α = {3} and t0 = 7.0, then zt0,α = 2 + 107−5 = 7. Therefore we obtain ρ(A)  7. If
we set α = {2, 3}, then rmax(A[α]) = 8 > min
j∈α rj (A) = 6. It implies that we cannot
choose such α, otherwise it is a contradiction to inequality (17). To apply Theorem
9 to get the upper bound, we choose α = {1} and t0 = 7, then zˆt0,α = 8 + 6t0−1 = 9.
Therefore we get ρ(A)  9. However, if we choose α = {1, 2} and t0 = 8, then
zˆt0,α = 5 + 15t0−3 = 8. In this case, we obtain a better bound ρ(A)  8. Combining
these results, we have 6  ρ(A)  8. The bounds are better than those stated in
Section 2 and are significantly better than those given in [7, p. 158].




8 6 3 5 7 0 7 1
0 7 3 8 5 6 4 1
1 2 6 1 3 8 8 7
2 8 4 0 7 7 8 2
2 4 6 2 5 7 6 5
4 1 0 4 8 4 8 2
3 1 6 6 4 5 5 0




It is easy to check that smax = 38, smin = 22, and
r(A) = (37, 34, 36, 38, 37, 31, 30, 22)T.
In this example, we choose α and t0 based on the requirements stated in Theorems
8 and 9. The estimates of the lower and the upper bounds obtained by using Theo-
rems 8 and 9 are reported in Table 2. In the table, we choose w instead of t0. For
the lower bound, t0 = w · max{smin, rmax(A[α])} + (1 − w) · minj∈α rj (A); for the
upper bound, t0 = w · smax + (1 − w) · maxj∈α rj (A).
We note that ρ(A) ≈ 33.2418.
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Table 2
The estimates of the bounds on ρ(A) for Example 4
α w Lower bound α w Upper bound
{4} 23 24.3425 {8} 23 37.2558
{1, 4, 5} 23 27.0 {7, 8} 23 36.2427
{1,3,4,5} 23 27.3333 {6,7,8} 12 35.6341
{1,2,3,4,5} 23 26.5279 {2, 6,7,8} 12 36.0
Example 5. Consider the matrix A20 in Example 1. To apply Theorem 8, we choose
α = {10, 11, . . . , 20} and t0 = 114.5, then zt0,α  10 + 55114.5−110 · 10 = 132.22.
Therefore we obtain ρ(A20)  114.5. To apply Theorem 9, we choose α = {1, 2,
. . . , 10} and t0 = 194.5, then zˆt0,α  155 + 100194.5−55 · 55 = 191.7893. It follows that
ρ(A20)  194.5. Combining the results, we obtain
114.5  ρ(A20)  194.5.
We see that the bounds significantly improve the bounds (4) and (5), which are
obtained respectively by using (3) and (2).
We have the following remarks for the above three examples:
• The estimation results given in the three examples are obtained only by computing
the estimates of the row sums, which is easy to obtain.
• Example 4 illustrates that our method can apply to the matrices whose entries are
not all positive. Note that Ledermann, Ostrowski and Brauer’s results (see [7])
cannot be applied to this example.
• We cannot conclude that the bigger the |α|, the better the bounds we have. It seems
that a reasonable and useful choice is to take |α| ≈ n2 if such α can satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 8 or Theorem 9.
• By choosing α based on Theorems 8 and 9 and computing the estimates of the
row sums of the generalized Perron complement, inequality (2) can be improved.
However, the choice of α based on Theorems 8 and 9 is not necessarily the best
one. For example, if we choose α = {8} and t0 = 30.0 in Example 4, we obtain
zt0,α  30.0 and therefore ρ(A)  30.0. This is much better result than those in
Table 2.
5. The choice of t
In the previous section, we give a method of choosing α properly such that (2)
can be improved. To give better bounds, we see from Examples 3–5 that there still
exists a problem as to how the parameters t after α should be chosen. In this section,
we will discuss this problem.
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We note from (7) that the estimates of the bounds l and u of ρ(Pt (A/A[α]))
depend on t and α. Suppose that α has been chosen, then both the estimates of the
bounds can be viewed as functions of t . If some estimation methods give a function
l(t) (u(t)) such that l(t)  zt,α (u(t)  zˆt,α), then according to Theorem 5 or (10),
the optimal choice of the parameter t should be the solution of the equation l(t) = t
(u(t) = t). This approach is formulated as in the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let A be an n-by-n irreducible nonnegative matrix with n  3 and















Proof. For any 1  j  |α|, when t > rmax(A[α]), we have
rj (A[α, β])
t − rj (A[α]) 
rmin(A[α, β])
t − rmin(A[α]) . (25)




rj (A[β])+ rmin(A[α, β])
t − rmin(A[α]) · rj (A[β, α])
}
 rmin(A[β])+ rmin(A[α, β])
t − rmin(A[α]) · rmin(A[β, α]). (26)
The right-hand side of (26) can be seen as a function l(t) of t , and therefore by the
discussion preceding Theorem 10, we should choose
t = rmin(A[β])+ rmin(A[α, β])
t − rmin(A[α]) · rmin(A[β, α]). (27)
It implies that we require to solve a quadratic equation in t :
t2 − (a + c)t − b + ac = 0, (28)
where
a = rmin(A[β]), b = rmin(A[α, β]) · rmin(A[β, α]), and c = rmin(A[α]).
Let the roots of the quadratic equation be t− and t+. Therefore, we have t = t+ or
t = t−, where t+ and t−, with t−  t+, are the roots of the quadratic equation. It is
easy to know that t− and t+ are real numbers and
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t−  12 (a + c) = 12 [rmin(A[α])+ rmin(A[β])]  rmax(A[α]) < t.
It implies that we must choose t = t+ = 12 (a + c +
√
(a − c)2 + 4 · b. By (26), (27)
and (10), we have ρ(A)  t+ and obtain the lower bound for ρ(A) as given by the
first inequality of (24).
By using a similar argument, we can obtain the upper bound for ρ(A) as given by
the second inequality of (24). The result follows. 
We remark that it is easy to see from (24) that the dependence on α and β is sym-
metric, so the condition rmax(A[α])  rmax(A[β]) in Theorem 10 is not necessary.
Moreover, we can take different α in the upper bound and in the lower bound of
inequality (24), if necessary.
We also note that Theorems 8 and 9 as well as the proof of Theorem 10 require
the condition t > rmax(A[α]). While being on the safe side, intuitively such a choice
of t is not necessarily an efficient one.
Theorem 10 can be seen as a special case implied in Proposition 1 of [3]. But
we stress that Theorem 10 and Proposition 1 of [3] are derived by two totally dif-
ferent ways. It is obvious that the result of Theorem 10 is closely related to choice
of α. By incorporating the idea of choice of α discussed in the previous section, the
application of Theorem 10 should have better effect, see Examples 6 and 7. More
precisely, under the assumption that the row sum vector of A satisfies (21), we may
choose α according to (22) before the application of Theorem 10. Note again that
the dependence on α and β in (24) is symmetric, so in this case, the choice of α
needs not to distinguish the lower bound from the upper bound. We remark [3] has
not considered the choice of α.
Now we first illustrate the importance of choosing α properly for the application
of Theorem 10.




2 5 1 0
0 0 1 2
1 4 1 2
1 1 0 1

 .
If we do not consider the choice of α, that is, we take α = {1, 2} according to the
given partitioned form. Applying Theorem 10 or Proposition 1 of [3], we get 2 
ρ(A)  5 · √19, which is worse than 3  ρ(A)  8 obtained by applying (2). But
if we choose α = {2, 4} according to the idea given above, then we have 2 +√5 
ρ(A)  5. The result is much better. We remark that (3) cannot be applied to this
matrix.
Example 7. Consider the positive matrix in Example 2. If we choose α = {1}, we
have 12 (5 +
√
33)  ρ(A)  12 (9 +
√
73); if we choose α = {1, 2} according to the
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idea given above, we have 7  ρ(A)  8. It is clear that different choices for α yield
different results.
Although the result of Theorem 10 is independent of the parameter t and its appli-
cations incorporated in the choice of α has more obvious effect, it is still possible that
(24) is not better than those given by (2) (also see [3], Remark 4). The following is
an example.
Example 8. Consider the matrix in Example 4. By choosing α = {8} and applying
Theorem 10, we obtain that 29.0  ρ(A)  39.519. Although the lower bound is
much better, the upper bound is not much better than those given in Table 2 and
given by (2).
This example shows that sometimes we still have to choose t according to the
idea given in the previous section.
Now we give some conditions of choice of α to make sure that (2) is improved.
Corollary 11. If we can choose α such that rmin(A[α])+ rmin(A[β])  smin and
rmin(A[α]) · rmin(A[β])  rmin(A[α, β]) · rmin(A[β, α]), then the lower bound in (2)
can be improved; If we can choose α such that rmax(A[α])+ rmax(A[β])  smax and
rmax(A[α]) · rmax(A[β])  rmax(A[α, β]) · rmax(A[β, α]), then the upper bound in
(2) can be improved.
Proof. We only prove the lower bound. Note that under the assumption,
[rmin(A[β])− rmin(A[α])]2 + 4 · rmin(A[α, β])rmin(A[β, α])
= [rmin(A[β])+ rmin(A[α])]2 + 4 · [rmin(A[α, β])rmin(A[β, α])
− rmin(A[β])rmin(A[β])]
 [rmin(A[β])+ rmin(A[α])]2  s2min.
The result follows from the first inequality of (24). 






[ρ(A[β])− ρ(A[α])]2 + 4 · ρ(A[α, β]A[β, α])
}
by ρˆ(Aα). Then it is obvious that rˆmin(Aα)  ρˆ(Aα)  rˆmin(Aα). Comparing with
(24), we know that ρˆ(Aα) is closer to ρ(A) than rˆmin(Aα) or rˆmin(Aα).
Fan in [4] showed that if A is a symmetric nonnegative irreducible matrix, then
ρ(A)  ρˆ(Aα). (29)
Here we give an example to show (29) is not necessarily true for a nonsymmetric
nonnegative irreducible matrix.
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Example 9. Consider still the nonsymmetric positive matrix in Example 2. If we





41 + 4 · √13
)
 7.5251
which is smaller than ρ(A) ≈ 7.531.
Finally, we characterize the equality case in the inequalities of (24) without proof
(see Proposition 2 in [3]).
Corollary 12. The followings are equivalent:
(i) The first inequality in (24) holds as equality.
(ii) The second inequality in (24) holds as equality.
(iii) The least row sum is equal to the corresponding largest row sum for all the
matrices: B = A[α], A[β], A[α, β], A[β, α] appeared in (24).
As a summary, we have proposed a new localization method to estimate the Perron
root of a nonnegative irreducible matrix. Our method is based on use of the estimates
of the row sums of the Perron complement. Numerical examples have been given to
illustrate the effectiveness of our results.
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